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About This Game

This package contains only Episode 1 - The Awakening. To gain access to other episodes, please buy them as DLC or in
a bundle. Four out of five episodes are available right now.

“The road to hell is paved with good intentions. I wanted a better life for my family and it was only a signature away. The ‘doctors’
told me the contract was just a formality. And now, locked up in this dark reeking cell, I only remember that much…”

In Fear I Trust is a first-person psychological thriller that puts you in the role of Nikolay, now called Patient #17, who one day
wakes up in a small reeking cell. With a severe memory loss and a relentless urge to escape, your steps will lead you through an
abandoned, decaying facility deep in the heart of Soviet Russia. However, encountering many obstacles along the path, you will
need to solve elaborate puzzles in order to obtain key items or documents, diaries and notes that will shed at least a faint streak

of light on the dark mystery surrounding the whole “science” experiment.

With Retrospective Mode you will be able to see behind the fabric of the physical world. This unique ability uncovers glimpses
of the past, allowing you to see important hints and clues. Nevertheless, the path to recollecting your memory and discovering

your own identity will be long and grim…

Features:

Critically acclaimed psychological thriller powered by Unreal Engine

Fully voice-acted narrative
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Use Retrospective Mode to see hidden clues and solve puzzles

Explore eerie locations and uncover the secrets behind a classified soviet experiment

First Episode

The first episode tells us how the main hero Nikolay awakes with a partial amnesia in a prison cell. Then, the events take place
in the doctor’s office and in the laboratory. Advancing the episode, he meets ghosts of the people who mysteriously died in those

places.
Thanks to the acquired retrospective vision, he is able to sense someone else’s flashbacks and to see mysterious inscriptions on

the walls.
The hero finds the contract of the very experiment that he signed at the beginning of the episode.
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Title: In Fear I Trust
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Black Wing Foundation
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
1C
Release Date: 22 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / 7 / 8 / 10, 32 or 64 bit

Processor: Single Core 3.3GHz or equivalent

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® 9.0c compatible

English,French,Russian
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After a developer commented, and they delivered updates again, I can gladly say this game is worth it's currently price at any
time if you're into this type of thing. Lots of rolling, lots of yelling, and lots of fun to be had.. A nice add-on for flavor.. Faulty
game launcher - but that's NOTHING! I was unable to play this game for over a decade! It's originally was made for Win 98 and
XP patch not always worked. So setting BAT file launcher to admin permission is forgivable for me.

Game is FREAKING AMAZING, both it good and bad sense. There is some parts that are outdated more than the poop of the
dinosaur, but the gameplay is still AWESOME!

Really complaining old good game for 1,3$ - you are insane! If you are futuristic sim-game fan - GRAB IT NOW!

It's like Battletech Aerospace fighter inspired gem!. Lovely soundtrack. Bought this so I could stop starting the game up every
time I wanted to hear the load game theme.... funny little game 20 minutes of fun memes and tech jokes.. Indie gaming in its
purest form: ambitious and poorly executed.

This is basically a platformer with easy physics puzzles and primitive stealth, and the game is moderately hard only because of
the horrible controls and fixed camera position (sometimes most part of the screen is black because of the camera panning).
Should I tell you that often you can't even spot enemies because of the camera positioning? Or that during a final boss fight you
can't see the boss half the time?

Btw, there are 3 bosses in the game and all of them are almost identical. Moreover, they provide a challenge only because of
poor game mechanics. Do I need to mention completely crappy stealth which feels forced on at the last moment of the game
development?

Moreover, Traverser doesn't have full controller support, so you have to play with keyboard and mouse. But that is not the main
issue, the problem is that almost everything about this game is bad. It should have been a student's project, not a commercial
game you pay money for.. I beat shayne at this so many times, he was no good.. i need refund pls. Played today and found the
game has been updated quite a bit. The backgrounds are beautiful. The controls are not, I repeat not keyboard friendly. It has a
learning curve so you will need a controller if you are a nubbie like me. But all in all it played great in the arcade mode. Really
impressed.
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Not playable unless you have friends to play with online. You'll never be able to find a match since it doesn't have an active
playerbase.. This train has a lot of graphical polish: Very nicely rendered cab and passenger views. However, somewhat
inexplicably, there is no cab light, and all of the Career scenarios are impossible to complete, since using the trains isolated tilt
does absolutely nothing to ameliorate draconian drive quality penalties which will put you to minus 1000 points after just a few
curves.. 10/10 anime waifus, lots of♥♥♥♥♥n ♥♥♥♥♥♥s, would play again. ATTENTION!!!
Inform yourself about the game, before you buy it! It is extremely buggy, crashes every 5 minutes and lacks direct interaction.

Never the less, if you want a genetic, evolutionary simulation, this is the best option available! It is not for everybody, but I love
it!. Deep Ones :D

Ph'nglui mglw'nafh Cthulhu R'lyeh wgah'nagl fhtagn.

 That is not dead which can eternal lie, And with strange aeons even death may die.. Solid fighting game experience. Lots of
characters, lots of chaos. Lots of waifu material.. Paper vs Paper with laser guns and explosives.. A game that makes me feel old
for two reasons. One, it hits me right in the nostalgia feels. Two, it makes me realize my twitch reflexes are no longer what they
used to be. It's lovely made though.
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